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In [1) DUSHNIK and MILLER prove that every countably infinite linear oder has a
non-trivial se]f-embedding. The first part of their argument considers linear orders
with an interval of type w orw*. Mapping x to its immediate successor (resp. predecessor)
if x is in this interval and the interval is of type w (resp. w*), and to itself otherwise,
produces the required non-trivial se]f-embedding. The existence of a~ interval of type
w* + w would similarly guarantee a non-trivial automorphism.

In [4) KIERSTEAD defines the maps described above to be lairly trivial in the sense
that they are non-trivial but map every element x to an element y with [x, y) finite.
He defines a self-embedding to be strongly non-trivial if it is neither trivial nor fairly
trivial.

The above-mentioned argument from DUSHNIK and MILLER [1) shows that every
recursive linear order (i.e. with universe Nand < a recursive relation) with a recursive
subset consisting only of intervals of type w, or only of intervals of type w*, has a
fairly trivial III self-embedding. We use the fact that the successor relation S(a, b)
defined by

(V'x)((a < x < b) v (b < x < a»

is III in every recursive linear order. As before, if the recursive subset consisted only
of intervals of type w* + w, we are guaranteed a fairly trivial III automorphism.
It follows that every recursive discrete linear order has a fairly trivial IIi automorphism.
(A linear order is discrete if every element has both an immediate predecessor and an
immediate successor, or equivalently, if the linear order is, of type (w* + w) . T for
some order type T.)

This contrasts with the main result of this paper:

Every recursive discrete linear order has a recursive copy with no strongly non-trivial
III sell-embedding.

This result proves the conjecture, stated in KIERSTEAD [4], that there is a recursive
linear order of type (w* + w) . 'YJwith no strongly non-trivial III automorphism.

Notice that if I is a non-trivial self-embedding of a linear order, then there is an
element x with x * I(x) and with {x, I(x), 12(x); 13(x), . ..} defining a suborder of
type w or w*. If I is strongly non-trivial, then there is such a suborder with the ele-

ments all in separate blocks. (A block is an equivalence class cF(a) = {b: [a, b) is finite};
see ROSENSTEIN [6].) A choice set for a linear order is a subset consisting of precisely
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one element from each block of the linear order. If a strongly non-trivial III self-
embedding exists, the above is an infiniteI:z subset of a choice set. We prove our
result by proving

Theorem 1. Every recursive discrete linear order has a recursive copy all of whose
choice sets have no infiniteI:z subset.

Theorem 1 extends the following result of LERMAN and ROSENSTEIN [5]:

There is a recursive linear order of type (w* + w) . 'YJwith no I:z dense subset. .

Indeed, our construction has many similarities with theirs. As is noted in LERMAN
and ROSENSTEIN [5], every recursive linear order has a Ilz choice set. This follows
from the fact that the Ilz relation .

(Vx < a) (Vy) (3z > y) ((x -< z -< a) v (a -< z -< x))

defines a choice set. Here < is the order relation of Nand -< that of the recursive
linear order in question. We use this fact in our construction, it being less cumbersome
to construct our recursive copy from ail 1..choice set than to preserve an isomorphism
between the discrete linear orders.

Any undefined terminology we use, and there is little of this, may be gleaned from
ROSENSTEIN [6].

Proof of Theorem 1. Let ~ be a recursive discrete linear order and B a Ilz

choice set for ~. Let'f be the order-type of the suborder of 58 defined by B. We con-
struct a recursive linear order ~ of type (w* + w) . 'f; clearly ~ ~ 58.

Since B is Ilz there is a recursive binary relation R with

nEB -= QxR(n, x),

where Q is the quantifier" there are infinitely many"'. We assume that R has the
additional property

(.) (Vn E B) (Qx) (Vk ~ n) (k E B ~ R(k, x)).

A result in JOCKUSCH[3] allows such an assumption.

We construct ~ in stages on the universe N. At each stage s we define a finite liriear
order ~s and arrange that ~o ~ ~1 ~ ~z ~ . . .. Defining ~ = lim ~s then guarantees
that it is recursive.

Our basic strategy for arranging that ~ has orderctype (w* + w) . 'f is to define an
interval 1(i) for each i EN, order these intervals as the i are in 58 and extend 1(i) at
both ends at every stage s with (i, s) E R, letting it lie fallow at other stages. This will
produce an interval of type w* + w if and only if i E B. If j rf:B, 1(j) will be finite (or
empty).

The problem with this basic strategy is that it does not prevent the intervals 1(j)
with j rf:B from becoming separate blocks themselves. We must arrange that each such
1(1) becomes part of some interval 1(i) with i E B. At each stage s with (j, s) rf:R we
must consider 1(1) part of the "nearest" 1(i) with (i, s) E R. This means not only that
we must not extend 1(1) at this stage but also that, while extending 1(i), we must not
introduce elements between the present versions of 1(i) and 1(j). If, however, we reach
a later stage t with (j, t) E R, we must return to the building of 1(j), in case j turns
out to be in B after all.
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We have two problems with this strategy:

1. We may, at stage t, split l(i) into two parts, since l(i) may have been extended
(on both sides of 1(j)) between stages 8 and t.

2. l(j) may not be ordered correctly with respect to intervals l(k) that were introduced
between stages 8 and t (for example with j < k < i in 58).

. It is not enough to invoke the usual finite injury priority method of abandoning the
present versions of those l(k) with j < k (in N) and ,building them anew, elsewhere
and ordered correctly with respect to l(j). It may well happen that j e Band 1(j)
lies fallow and returns to life infinitely often, causing these l(k) never to be built.

We cope with these problems by building many versions of each l(i), one for each
of the 2; possible guesses as to which j ~ i (~ in N) are in B. For each such guess we
build a version of l(j) for each j guessed to be in B, ordering them correctly (i.e. as
dictated by 58) with respect to each other but not necessarily with respect to the in-
tervals created for other guesses. In order that the only blocks produced are from
intervals l(i) with i e B, and that, only from the version built for the "correct guess",
we use the usual 2<'" tree A to introduce a priority ordering on our guesses. The nodes
of A of odd length will correspond to our guesses and we define an interval l(a) for
each such node a; the l(a) with lal = 2i + I will be the versions of l(i). Property (*)
ensures that the nodes corresponding to correct guesses ,vill govern our construc-
tion at infinitely many stages. We write l(a,8) for the version of l(a) defined at
stage 8.

Our basic strategy to ensure that no choice set for \2(has an infinite 1:2 subset is to
arrange that each 1:2 set T is either too small (in particular finite) or contains elements
x, y with [x, y] finite in \2(.

Let W 0' WI, W 2' . . . be an effective enumeration of all r.e. binary relations. Consider
the sets To, T 1, T 2' . . . defined by .

n e Tj - -,(QxWj(n, x)).

Every 1:2 set is one of these T;. We attempt to define elements x, y in each one of these
Tj with [x, y] finite in \2(.As the sets Tj may not be recursive, we may often need to
re-define the pair x, y for Tj. We must ensure that if T; is infinite, we do eventuaHy
settle on a pair x, y for Ti; if Ti is finite, we may define new pairs x, y for Tj infinitely
often.

To mesh this strategy with our earlier described block-building technique we select
elements x, y for Ti that lie in the same "live" interval, i.e. some l(a) being extended
at this stage. This may require us to unify previously separate live intervals, considering
them separate no longer. However, when selecting x, y for TI' we do not unify any live
intervals l(iX),I(fJ) with liXl~ i and IfJl ~ i. Since there may be as many as i such
intervals, we attempt to select an x, y for Tj only if IT;! > i.

To facilitate our construction we use the set C = {i: ITjl ~ i}. Cis aII2 set defined
by the formula: "For every j, the f1hfinite sequence either is of length ~i or contains
an element (~ its maximum element) that is not in Tj". Consequently, there is a re-
cursive binary relation S with

nee -QxS(n, x),
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again, by JOCKUSCH[3], we assume that S has property

(*) (Vn E C) (Qx) (Vk ~ n) (k E C =>S(k, x)).

The nodes of A with .even length will correspond to guesses as to what the elements
of C are; (1 with 1(11= 2i + 2 will guess which ; ~ i are in C. Nodes that guess i E C
will not cause us to define a pair x, y for Ti. Once again, property (*) ensures that
the nodes corresponding to correct guesses win govern our construction at infinitely
many stages.

In order that we do settle on a pair x, y for each infinite Ti' we always select the
pair from the bottom of a list ri,.. We will select the pair from among the least i + 1
members of ri,.; the i + 1 elements win allow us not to unify any live intervals l(lX),
1({3)with IlXl~ i and 1{31~ i. It is this requirement of i + 1 members of Ti that moti-
vates our use of the set C. We arrange that the members listed earliest in ri.. are those
"most likely" to be' in Ti. If i rt C, there will be a stage after which the least i + 1
members of ri,s will be' members of Ti. In this manner we arrange that our construc-
tion along the "true path" of A is a finite injury priority construction meeting the
requirements that, for each i; Ti is not an infinite subset of a choice set for 5l{.

We now formally define the phrases used in the description of our construction.

A has as its nodes all finite {O, 1}-sequences, we denote them with lower case Greek
letters. We imagine A extending downward from the empty node A.with a path joining
nodeslX and{3 if and onlyiflX C {3,i.e. if and only if (the sequence) lXis an initial segment
of (the ~equence) {3.We say lX is above {3and {3below lX if lX C {3. For each lX,lXI"IOlies
to the left lX1"I1,where 1"1is concatenation of sequences. With this picture in mind we
may discuss when a node lX (or the A.-lXpath) is to tM left of a node {3(or ,the A.- (3path),
precisely when

(3(1 E A) «(11"10~ lX and (11"11~ (3).

We may also define an order relation on A by

lX < {3if and only if (lXC (3 or lX is to the left of (3),

When extending an interval 1«(1) we will arrange the following:

1.. Every interval l(lX) with lX C (1 and l(lX) =1=0 will also be extended at this stage.

2. Every interval 1({3) with {3to the left of (1'will not be extended at this stage and
will become part of some l(lX) with lX ~ (1.

3. Every interval 1({3)with (3 to the right of a will be abandoned at this stage.

4. The intervals being extended at this stage will partition the existing linear order
and will be ordered as dictated by j8, That is, if l(lXd and 1(lX2) are being extended
and IlXll = 2i + 1 and IlX21= 2; + 1 and i < ; in j8, then l(lXl) < 1(lX2)'

Definition of ri,s' For each i we define ri,. inductively:

ri;O = {O}.

To form rl,S+l from rl,s

(1) add 8 + 1 to the end of ri,., and
(2) acting in order for; = 0,1,2, . . .,8, move; to the end of ~he list if (j, 8) E Wi,
















